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A decision maker will allocate his resources 10 appearing targets during a random number fo periods. 

There are finite types of targets. Each type of them appears with some fixed probability at the beginning of each 

period. When the target appears, he expends some of his resources to obtain the reward which depends on the number 

of resources expended and the type of appearing target. The objective is to find a sequence of number of resources 

to be expended which maximizes the total expected reward. The case of a given horizon was discussed in the previous 

paper [9]. It will be shown that the similar structure of an optimal policy also holds for the case of random horizon 

if a reasonable assumption is satisfied. 

1. Introduction 

A decision maker will allocate his resources to appearing targets during 

a random number of periods. The target appears one by one at the beginning of 

each period with some fixed probability. The decision maker acquires the ex

pected reward which depends on the numbe,r of resources expended and the ap

pearing target. How does he allocate his resources to maximize the total ex

pected reward? 

Sequential allocation problems described above are studied by many au

thors [4,6,7,9,10] ([6,10] dealt with the continuous-time version) if the 

planning horizon is fixed. In [2(Sections 5 and 6),8] optimal stopping prob

lems are considered when the planning horizon is random. In [3] a renewal de

cision problem is considered for a fixed horizon case, and Derman and Smith 

[5] extends it to a random horizon case .. 

In the present paper, the sequential allocation problem described above 
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is investigated. It is shown that the similar structure of an optimal policy 

to that of [9] also holds for a random horizon case under the assumption that 

Pr{p1anning horizo~n+1Iplanning horizo~n} is nonincreasing with respect to 

n. It is noted that the assumption is satisfied in the following cases: 

(i) A finite horizon case considered in [9] such that q1="'=qL=1, and qL+1= 

qL+2="'=0 for some L. 

(ii) A finite horizon case with a discount factor a (O<a<l) such that Q1="'= 

QL=a, and QL+1=QL+2="'=0 for some L. 

(iii) An infinite horizon case with a discount factor a (O<a<l) such that Q1= 

a2=·· -=Cl. 

Thus, the model proposed in the paper is often found in practice. For example, 

as in [9] suppose that a whaler with some harpoons voyages to catch whales. 

The whales appear one by one at each day with a certain probability and are 

classified into finite types in terms of their size etc •. The events such as 

failure of a whaling gun force the decision maker to stop his mission time. 

Further suppose that the longer the elapsed periods, the larger the probabil

ity of forced stopping. Then, the model discussed in the paper may be appli

cable to this situation. 

An outline of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 the problem is for

mulated into a dynamic programming one. In Section 3 the structure of an op

timal policy is investigated. In Section 4 simple numerical examples are 

presented. 

2. Model and Formulation 

The decision maker will allocate M units of his resources to appearing 

targets during a random number N of periods. There are I types of targets. 

The target appears one by one at the beginning of each period, where the type 

i target appears with probability 1'. (i=l, ... , I), and no target with probabili-
1-

ty 1'0(1'0+"'+1'1=1). When he expends j units from the resources on hand to the 

type i target, he obtains the immediate expected reward R.(j) (i=l, ••• ,I), 
1-

where R.(j) is assumed to be a nondecreasing concave function of j and R.(O)=O. 
1- 1-

The probability distribution of N is given by Pr{N=n}=Pn , Ln=~Pn=l. It is 

assumed that Qn=pr{N~n+1IN~n}(n=1,2, ... ) is nonincreasing with respect to n. 

For convenience we take Q =0 if Pr{N~n}=O. This assumption seems to corres-n -
pond with that of IFR of the distribution of random horizon in [5]. We inves-

tigate the structure of an optimal policy which maximizes the total expected 

reward by allocating M units of resources to the appearing targets during a 
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random number N of periods. 

Define the following notations in order to formulate the problem into a 

dynamic programming one (1]: 

s={(n,m;i);n=1,2, ... , m=O, ... ,M:, and i=O, ••. ,I}U{O}, 

C={O,~ .. ,M}, 

the notation of (n,m;i) denotes the state where the decision maker has m units 

of resources on hand and the type i target is appearing at the n th period 

given that N~n (appearance of type 0 target means no appearance of target). 

The symbol IS denotes the termination of planning horizon, and j EC the experld

iture of j units of resources. Then the reward function g and the transitton 

probability p are derived as follows: 

g(u"i, .)= 

puv(.i) = 

o 

R. (min(j ,m» 
'!-

1 for u=v=o, 

1-qn for u><o and 

for u=(n,m;O) or u=o 

for u=(n,m;i)(i><O) 

V='O, 

T'iqn for u=(n,m; 0) and v=(n+l,m;i), 

T'iqn for u"'(n,m;i) (i><O) 
. + . 

and v=(n+1,(m-J) ;'!-), 

0 otherwise. 

Let V(S)(SES) denote the supremum of total expected reward. It is well 

known that V satisfies the following optimality equation since g(',',')~ [for 

example, 1 (we treat a maximizing problem instead of minimizing)]: 

(1) 

(2) 

Since 

(3) 

(4) 

V(n,m;i)= max {R.(min(j,m»+(l-q )V(o)+T'oq V(n+1,(m-j)+;0) '!- n n 
j=O, .•• ,M 

+q \. I p •V(n+1,(m_j)+;i)} 
nl.'!-=l '!-

for n=1,2, •.. ,m=o, ... ,M, i=l, ... ,I, 

V(n,m;O)"'(l-q )V(o)+q L' oIT'.V(n+1,m;i) n n 'l-= '!-
for n=1,2, ... , m=O, ... ,M. 

V(IS)=O, (1) and (2) are rewritten as 

V(n,m;i)= max {R.(j)+q (T')V(n+1,m-j ;0)+L. 1IT'.v(n+l,m-j;i»} . '!- n I '!-= 'l-J=O, .•• ,m 
for n=1,2, ... , m=O, ... ,M, i=l, •.. ,I, 

V(n,m;O)=q \. OIT' .V(n+1,m;i) for n=1,2, ... , m=O, ... ,M. nl.,!-= '!-

There may not exist an optimal policy in our undiscounted reward problem. But 

the problem can be reduced to a discounted reward one under our assumption 

that {q } is a nonincreasing sequence. Since {q } is a nonincreasing sequence, 
n n 

there exist nO and a(O<a<l) such that qn~a<l for each n~nO' Consider the re-

lated problem with s'={(n,m;i);n=nO,nO+l, ... , m=O •.•. ,M, and i=O, ...• I}U{O}, 

C'=C, g'=g, and 
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p' (j)= uv 

1 for u=v=o, 

1-q' for u~o and v=o, n 
r.q' "/.. n 
r.q' "/.. n 
o 

for u=(n,m;o) and v=(n+1,m;i), 

for u=(n,m;i)(i~O) and v=(n+1,(m-j)+;i), 

otherwise, 

where q~=qn/a~. Let V'(S)(SES') denote the supremum of total expected dis

counted reward of the related problem, then V' satisfies the following opti

mality equation and V(s),=V' (s) on SES': 

(5) V'(n,m;i)= max {R.(j)+aq'(roV'(n+1,m-j;0)+L. 1
1r.v'(n+1,m-j ;i»} "/.. n "/..= "/.. j=O, ... ,m 

for n=n
O

,nO+1, ••. , m=O, ..• ,M, i=l, .••• I. 

(6) V'(n,m;0)=aq~Li=~riV'(n+1.m;i) for n=nO,nO+1, ..• , m=O, •.• ,M. 

To solve the above optima1ity equation, the following successive approximation 

method with any bounded terminal reward is applicable from the presence of the 

discount factor. Define ~(n,m;i) for L=1,2, •.. , n=nO,nO+1, ... , m=O, ... ,M, 

i=O, ... ,1 as follows: 

(7) V1(n,m;i)= any bounded function for n=nO,nO+1, •.. , m=O, ... ,M, 

i=O, ... ,1. 

For L=1,2, ... , we set 

(8) 

(9) 

r 1(n,m;i)= max {R.(j)+q (ro~(n+1,m-j;O)+L. 11r.~(n+1,m-j;i»} . "/.. n "/..= "/.. J=O, •.. ,m 

for n=nO,nO+l, ... , m=O, ••. ,M, i=l, •.. ,I, 

_L+1 ~ I __ L . 
V-. (n,m:O)=qn Li=Ori V-(n+1,m:"/..) for n=nO,nO+1, ..• , m=O, •.. ,M. 

- t I . For the notational convenience, let V(n,m)=rOV(n,m;O)+l..' lr.V(n,m;"/..) 
"/..= 1.-

and 

if(n,m)=ro~(n,m:O)+Li=~l'i~(n,m:i), then (3) and (4) are rewritten as 

(3' ) V(n,m;i)= max 
j=O, ... ,m 

(4' ) 

{R.(j)+q V(n+1,m-j)} for n=1,2, ••. , m=O, ... ,M, "/.. n 
i=l, •• • ,1. 

for n=1,2, ••. , m=O, .•. ,M, 

and (7), (8), and (9) as 

(7' ) -1 0 V (n,m)= any bounded function for n=nO,nO+l, ..• , m= , ••. ,M, 

(8' ) ~l(n,m:i)= max {R.(j)+q vL(n+1,m-j)} for n=nO,nO+1, ..• , 
. 0 "/.. n J= , •.• ,m 

m=O, ... ,M, i=l, ... ,I, L=1,2, ..• , 

(9' ) 
_J,+1 ~J, t I _IA-1.) 1 
V- (n,m)=roqnV-(n+l,m)+l..i=lriv-· (n,m:"/.. for n=nO,nO+ , .•• , 

m=O, •.• ,M, L=1,2, •..• 
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Lelll11a 1. V(n,m;i)= lim 0(n,m;i) and V(n,m)= lim vL(n,m) for n=no,na+l, 
L~ L~ 

... , m=O, ..• ,M, i=l, ... ,I . and V(V) is the unique bounded solution of (3') 

and (4') for n=1,2, ... , m=O, ..• ,M, i=l, ... ,1. 

Proof: It is well known that V(V) i:3 the unique bounded solution of (3') 
and (4') for n=nO,nO+l, ... , m=O, ... ,M, i=l, ..• ,1. Using V(nO")' (3'), and 

(4'), V(V) is uniquely computed for n=l, ... ,nO-l, m=O, ... ,M, i=l, ... ,I. 

Q.E.D. 

Since V(V) is the unique bounded solution of (3') and (4'), it is optimal 

to select an action maximizing the right side of (3') by Corollary 9.2 of 

Section 6.4 in [1]. 

3. Structure of Optimal Policy 

In this section the structure of an optimal policy is investigated. The 

values j that maximiz"e the braces of the right side of (3) are the optimal 

numbers to be expended for the type i target. In order to determine one of 

the optimal policies we define k(n,m;i) to be the smallest value of j that 

maximizes the braces of the right side of (3), that is, 

k(n,m;i)= min[tl max {R.(j)+q V(n+l,m-j)} 
j=O, ... ,m ~ n 

=R.(t)+q V(n+l,m-t)] 
~ n 

for n=1,2, ... , m=O, ... ,M, i=l, ... ,I. 

Then, it is the optimal policy that allocates k(n,m;i) to the type i target 

when there are m units of resources on hand and the type i target is appearing 

at the n th period given that N~. 

First we show the monotonicity of k(n,m;i) with respect to m. We need 

the following lemma. 

LeIIJ11a 2. V(n,m;i) and V(n,m) are nondecreasing and concave functions of 

m for n=1,2, ... , i=l, .•. ,I. 

Proof: LE:t Vl(n,m)=O in (7'),(8'), and (9'). Then an induction argument 

shows that 0 (n,m;i) and vL (n,m) are nondecreasing and concave functions of m 

for L=1,2, ... , n=nO,nO+l, ... , i=l, ... ,I. Therefore, so are V(n,m;i) and 

V(n,m) for n=1,2, ... , i=l, ... ,I by Lemma 1. Q.E.D. 

We can prove the following theorem (see Proposition 2 and Theorem 3 (ii) 

in [4] for proof), which shows the monotonicity of k(n,m;i) with respect to 

m. 
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Theorem 1. k(n,m;i)~(n,m+l;i)~(n,m;i)+l for n=1,2, •.. , m=O, •.• ,M-l, 

i=l, ... , I. 

Next we show the monotonicity of k(n,m;i) with respect to n. To this end 

it is convenient to regard {q } as variables. Let q =(q ,q +1"")' then (3') n n n n 
and (4') are rewritten as 

(3") V(n,m;i,q )= max {R.(j)+q V(n+l,m-j,q +l)} for n=1,2, ... , 
n j=O, ... ,m 1., n n 

m=O, ... ,M, i=l, ... ,I, 

(4") V(n,m,qn)=roqnV(n+l,m,qn+l)+Li=~riV(n,m;i,qn) for n=1,2, ... , 

m=O, .. . ,M. 

Theorem 2. k(n,m;i,qn)~k(n,m;i,q~) for n=1,2, ... , m=O, ... ,M, i=l, ... ,I, 

where q =(q ,q +1"") and q'=(q +~,q l+~ 1"") with ~.~O for i=n,n+l, .... n n n n n n n+ n+ 1.,-

To prove Theorem 2 the following two lemmas are needed. 

Lemma 3. V(n+l,m+l,qn+l)-V(n+l,m,qn+l) is a nondecreasing function of qi 

(i~+l) for n=1,2, ... , m=O, ... ,M-l. 

Proof: V(n+l,m+l,qn+l)-V(n+l,m,qn+l) 

=roqn+l(V(n+2,m+l,qn+2)-V(n+2,m,qn+2» 

+Li=iri(V(n+l,m+l;i,qn+l)-V(n+l,m;i,qn+l»' 

Let jO=k(n+l,m;i,qn+l)' then by Theorem 1 k(n+l,m+l;i,qn+l)=jo or jO+l. 

Therefore 

V(n+l,m+l;i,q l)-V(n+l,m;i,q +1) n+ n 

max{Ri (jO+l)-Ri (jO),Qn+1(V(n+2,m+1-jo,qn+2) 

-V(n+2,m-j O,qn+2»}' 

Using an induction argument and the fact that V(o,m,o) is a nondecreasing 

function of m from Lemma 2, it is verified that V(n+l,m+l,qn+l)-V(n+l,m,qn+l) 

is a nondecreasing function of qi (i~+l). Q.E.D. 

(0) (1) 
Let qn+l=qn+l=(qn+l,qn+2"")' qn+l=(qn+l+~n+l,qn+2,qn+3"")"'" 

(s) 
qn+l=(qn+l+~n+l,···,qn+s+~n+s,qn+s+l'···)'···· 

- (s) - ') Lemma 4. lim V(n+l,m,qn+l)=V(n+l,m,qn+l for n=1,2, ... , m=O, ... ,M. 
s--

Proof: It should be noted that for n~O-l (nO is defined in Section 2) 

- (s) "..s+l (8) "..s+l '). -l( 1) V(n+l,m,qn+l)=V (n+l,m,qn+l)=V (n+l,m,qn+l w1th V n+s+,m = 

V(n+s+l,m,qn+s+l) in (7'),(8'), and (9'). Then 
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- (B) ;-.8+1 ,- , 
lim V(n+1,m,q 1)= Hm V (n+1,m, q +l)=V(n+1,m,q 1) 
B-+<l<> n+ B-+<l<> n n+ 

-1 -
1 since V (n+B+1,m,q 1)=V(n+s+1,m,q + 1)~ max R.(l). 

n+B+ n B+ .-1 1-
1-- , ••• , I 

by Lemma 

For the case of 1~~0-1, since 

- (s) - (s-l) \' I . (B) 
V(n+1,m,qn+1)=PO(qn+1+~n+1)V(n+2,m,qn+2 )+Li=lPi V(n+1,m;1-,qn+1)' 

( •. (B»_ { (.) ( )-( • (B-1)} V n+1,m,1-,q +1 - max R. J + q 1+~ 1 V n+2,m-J,q 2 ) , 
n .-0 1- n+ n+ n+ J- , ... ,m 

V(n()-l m q(B+n-no+2»=p ( +~ )V(n m q(B+n-n o+1» 
, , no-1 0 qno-1 no-1 0" no 

\' I . (s+n-no+2) 
+L· 1P .V(nO-1,m;1-,q 1 ) 

1-= 1- no-
• (B+n-no+2) {. 

V(n()-l,m;1-,q 1 )= max R.(J)+(q 1+~ 1)· no- ._ 1- nO- nO-
J-O, ••• ,m _ • (B+n-no+1) 

V(nO,m-J,q ) , 
no 

-( (B+n-no+1) - , and lim V no,m,q )=V(nO,m,q ), it follows that 
s-+<» no no 

• - (B) 
;~ V(n+1,m,qn+1)= 

Proof of Theorem 2: Let jO=k(n,m;i·,qn)' then 

Ri (j 0) +qnV(n+1 ,m-j 0 ,qn+1)~i (J')+qnV(n+1 ,m-j ,qn+1) for j ~:;pi. 

This yields 

R.(.j)-R·(jO):;g (V(n+1,m-j O,q l)-V(n+1,m-j,q +1» 
1- 1- -n n+ n 

~(q +~ ) (V(n+1,m-.:iO,q +l)-V(n+1,m-j,q 1» - n n n n+ 

:;;,(qn +~n) (V(n+1 ,m-,i 0 ,q~~~)-V(n+1 ,m-j ,q~~~» 

:;;,(qn +~n) (V(n+1 ,m-j (),q~!~)-V(n+1 ,m-j ,q~!~» for j ~~~, 
where we use the monotonicity of V(n+1,·,qn+1) and Lemma 3. Letting B-+<l<> :i.n 

the above relation, we obtain, from Lemma 4, 
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R.(j)-R·(jO)~(q +~ ) (V(n+1,m-J
O

,q' 1)-V(n+1,m-j ,q'+1» for jO:;j~· 
1- 1- -nn n+ n 

This implies jO=k(n,m; i,q )~k(n,m;i,q')., n - n Q.E.D. 

Corollary. Under the assumption that q1~2~:··' 

k(n,m;i)~(n+1,m;i) for n=1,2, ••• , m=O, ••• ,M, i=l, ••• I. 

Proof: It should be noted that k(n+1,m;i)=k(n+1,m;i,qn+1)=k(n,m;i,qn+1) 

with qn+1=(qn+1,qn+2' .•. )' and k(n,m;i),=k(n,m;i,qn) with qn=(qn,qn+1'···)· 

Since q1~2~:··' Corollary follows from Theorem 2. Q.ILD. 
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4. Numerical Examples 

This section presents two simple numerical examples. One of them deals 

with the case of q =q = ••• :a, O<a<l, and the other with the case of Pr{NSn }= 
1 2 1 

1 for some n
l

. 

4.1. The case of Q,=Q2=···=a, O<n<' 

Suppose that ql=q2=···=a=0.8, I=2, M=5, and (rO,r
l
,r2)=(0.4, 0.5, 0.1). 

Also Ri (j) is defined in Table 1. Since qn does not depend on n, it is unnec

essary to keep the length of elapsed periods in mind. Then, the optimality 

equation becomes 

V(m;i)= max 
j=O, •.• ,m 

{R.(j)+aV(m-j)} for m=O, .•• ,M, i=1,2, 
~ 

- - \ 2 . V(m)=roaV(m)+L. r.V(m;~) for m=O, ... ,M. 
~=l ~ 

A simple calculation yields the following optimal policy in Table 2. For ex

ample, if there are 4 units of resources on hand and the type 2 target is ap

pearing, then it is optimal to allocate 3 units of resources. Note that 

k(m;i) (i=1,2) is nondecreasing with respect to m, which is in agreement with 

Theorem 1. 

Table 1. R. (j) 
~ 

~: 0 1 2 3 4 

Rl(j) 0 1 1.8 2.4 2.8 

R2 (j) 0 2 3.5 4.9 5.2 

Table 2. k(m;l) and k(m;2) 

~ lli 
· .............. m 

m;l) 

1n;2) 

1 2 

1 1 

1 2 

4.2. The case of Pr{ N~l}=l for some nl 

3 4 

2 2 

3 3 

5 

3.0 

5.4 

5 

2 

3 

Consider example 4.1 with ql=0.9, q2=0.8, Q3=0.5, Q4=0.2, Q5=O.1, and 

Q6=0 instead of Ql =Q2=·· ·,,,a. Then a simple calculation gives the following 

optimal policy listed in Table 3 and 4. Note again that k(n,m;i) (i=1,2) is 

nondecreasing with respect to m and n, which is also in agreement with Theorem 

1 and Corollary. 
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Table 3. k(n,m;l) 

~ 
1 2 3 4 5 

1 1 1 2 2 3 

2 1 2 2. 3 3 

3 1 2 3 4 4 

4 1 2 3 4 5 

5 1 2 3 4 5 

6 1 2 3 4 5 

Table 4. k(n,m;2) 

~ 
1 2 3 4 5 

1 1 2 3 3 3 

2 1 2 3 3 3 

3 1 2 3 3 4 

4 1 2 3 4 5 

5 1 2 3 4 5 

6 1 2 3 4 5 

Conclusion 

In this paper, we considered the discrete-time random horizon sequential 

allocation problem with discrete resource. In Section 3 we derived the struc

ture of an optimal policy: The optimal number to be expended for the target 

is a nondecreasing f.unction of the number of resources on hand and a non

decreasing func:tion of the number of elapsed periods under a certain assump

tion. This result is a generalization of that of a fixed horizon case. 
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